Analysis of Updating of the Russian Standards Concerning Requirements Harmonization
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Abstract – While Russia is putting so many efforts to integrate into the global market, domestic enterprises wishing to expand their markets and to do business with international partners, face the problem of standards harmonization more and more often. Uncompetitive products are not able to withstand competition at the global markets because of their non-compliance with the international requirements. That is why harmonization of standards plays an important role in the development of international industrial cooperation and joint resolution to improve quality assurance. Based on the above considerations, the problem of standards harmonization remains vital and important. This article provides the results of comparative analysis of RF standards in a certain sector of industry based on GOST classifier, and demonstrates evolution of development and harmonization of standards in modern economic environment. Dynamics of harmonization of the Russian Federation National Standards is also revealed. The authors also introduce the criterion to measure the level of standards harmonization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the strategy of innovative development of the Russian Federation up to 2020 [1], special attention shall be paid to increase of innovative activity of companies and corporations, strengthening environmental, technical, sanitary and epidemiological requirements, as well as requirements to power and resource consumption intensity for products/services and technologies in use. All these factors lead to rapid harmonization of national standards with international requirements, which implies global change and evolution of national standardization system as a whole.

According to [13], standardization is one of the key factors having an impact on modernization, technological and socioeconomic development of Russia.

National standardization system includes a complex of general technical standards (GOST) and standards by branches of economy, labor safety and health protection standards, and other standardization subsystems, as well as participants of works in the area of standardization… Activity in the area of products (goods, services) standardization is supported, among other things, by inter-coordinated procedures of planning, development, adoption, update/amendment and cancelling of standardization documents, as well as national standards and all-Russian classifiers of technical, economic and social information, which is used for products/goods/services development, production, operation, disposal and making amendments to the same [13]. Important pre-requisite condition for raising the quality and competitiveness of products/goods/services in the current economic environment is harmonization of national and international standards [2, 15, 18]. Based on the above said, the problem of standards harmonization has a vital importance and calls for further research.

II. ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF STANDARDS HARMONIZATION LEVEL

In the situation of gradual transition to technical regulation, a significant share of GOSTs have become voluntary, while technical regulations have become mandatory to observe, and many product safety standards have been terminated or amended [19]. One should also remember that development and introduction of standards are based on practical recommendations. Therefore, the greater is the practical experience and approbation base for the aspects to be included into the standard, the higher its status should become. Here international standards may come to help, which are developed and adopted in accordance with the procedures approved by the international organization engaged in ISO standardization [4]. Harmonized national standards may be approved in accordance with the procedures under the national legislation. In order to assess the level of standards harmonization, it is necessary to carry out analysis and assessment for actualization of the RF standards in a certain sector of industry, dynamics of implementing national standards and standards harmonization.

To carry out an assessment, analysis of standards of GOST classifier was performed [16]. To verify if the requirements of
harmonization and transition to technical regulation were met, the authors performed an analysis with the help of direct counting method, based on one of the seven quality assurance tools, a registration list (control list). To determine selection criteria, three periods of standards actualization were taken as a basis, namely:

- period before 2005;
- period from 2005 to 2015;
- period from 2015 to 2017.

Therefore, we received a multidimensional distributed overall sampling based on a set of National RF Standards, which are currently effective, coming into effect, were replaced and are not currently effective (refer to Fig. 1):

![Multidimensional distributed overall sampling of national standards based on GOST classifier.](image1)

- State System of Standardization (GSS, SSS);
- Uniform System of Design Documentation (ESKD, USDD);
- Uniform System of Technological Documentation (ESTD, USTD);
- Quality Rating System (SPKP; QRS);
- Standards for Certified Products (SAP, SCP);
- System of Administrative, Management, Plan and Economic, Recording, Statistical, Accompanying and Other Types of Documents (SD, AD);
- Standards on Information, Librarianship and Publishing. Digital Publishing (SIBID, SILP);
- State System for Ensuring the Uniformity of Measurements (GSI, SSEUM);
- Uniform System of Corrosion and Ageing Protection (ESZKS, USCAP);
- Standards for Exported Goods (STPE, SEG);
- Practical Statistics (PS, PS);
- System of Occupational Safety Standards (SSBT, SOSS);
- Reprography (R, R);
- Uniform System of Technological Preparation of Production (ESTPP, USTPP);
- System of Product Development and Launching it Into Manufacture (SPPP, SPDLM);
- Environment Protection (OP, EP);
- Uniform System for Program Documentation (ESPD, USPD);
- System of Design Documentation for Construction (SPDS, SDDC);
- Safety in Emergency Situations (SES, BChS);
- Unified System of Standards of Computer Control Systems (ESSASU, USSCCS);
- Industrial Product Dependability (HT);
- Information Technology. Open Systems Interconnection (IT:VOS, IT:OSI);
- Risk Management (RM, MR).

Further on, we carried out assessment of dynamics of national standards implementation. Implementation dynamics of national standards based on GOST classifier on the same sampling, after exponential smoothing, showed stable decline (refer to Fig. 2):

![Dynamics of implementation of national standards based on GOST classifier.](image2)

Analysis of harmonization dynamics of National Standards based on GOST classifier was performed only in four sections, such as:

- State System for Ensuring the Uniformity of Measurements;
- System of Occupational Safety Standards;
- Information Technology. Open Systems Interconnection;
- Risk Management (Fig. 3).

As for the other sections, the National Standards do not have international analogs.

Analyzing the Fig. 1-3, one may see that in the course of direct analysis of amendments to the national standards based on GOST classifiers and building multidimensional overall sampling, the highest peak falls at the section “Standards for Certified Products” (SAP, SCP) (refer to Fig. 1) under the criteria “Not currently effective.” This list of standards is intended for products having mandatory technical conditions and requirements to the quality of certified products. This fact is explained by introduction of the law “On Technical Regulation”: before that, almost all GOSTs in Russia were mandatory, but after adoption of this law, the standards have become voluntary. The main idea of this law is to introduce a new type of regulatory document in Russia, a technical regulation. Unlike GOST, technical regulation is the law, which is mandatory to observe. Therefore, the rate of developing and implementing national standards is declining, which is proved by the demonstrated dynamics of implementing national standards (refer to Fig. 2). Despite the obvious decline as compared with the period up to 2002, where there is no technical regulation available for a product or a service, the Article 46 of the Law “On Technical Regulation” is applied, more precisely the paragraph 6.2, 3 [12]. Therefore, there is no saying about the cancellation of all GOSTs; the situation is quite the opposite. For a technical regulation to become viable and efficient, it is necessary to have high quality national and interstate standards. This fact is confirmed by investigation of dynamics of standards harmonization (refer to Fig. 3). A large number of harmonized standards belongs to the section “Information Technology. Open Systems Interconnection”, which number is over 111 standards. As it can be seen from the chart, active harmonization started from 2007. Thus, from 2007 to the present moment, 195 National Standards were harmonized, 182 of which are currently effective. The peak of harmonization falls at the period from 2010 to 2012. After 2013, insignificant decline is observed, which is explained by the fact that the number of standards adopted reached its maximum and a point of saturation (refer to Fig. 3). At this moment, affective are those harmonized standards, which were adopted between 2001 and up to date.

Once we analyzed and assessed the actualization of RF standards in a certain sector of industry, dynamics of national standards implementation and standards harmonization, it is possible to assess the level of standards harmonization.

The level of standards harmonization is a certain functionality, which prerequisite is (1):

$$\Phi = \lim_{t \to \infty} G(t) \Rightarrow 1$$

(1)

Therefore, by harmonization level we understand the output of the finite state of standards harmonization (G) from the earlier prescribed area of required standards (δ), which are currently effective and ensure the quality of products (services etc.). Hence, we may understand by “standards harmonization level” a conditional probability (P) as an accumulative ratio of area of required and currently effective standards (D|O) and harmonized standards (g|O) to no longer effective standards (S|O) on each local level of harmonization (Φ(●)),

$$G(t_i) = P\left[D\left|O + g\left|O - S\left|O > \delta\right|\Phi(\bullet)\right.\right]$$

(2)

We carried out assessment of standards harmonization level based on (1) and (2); as a result, we obtained dynamics of level of national standards harmonization (Fig. 4).

The level of national standards harmonization is over 80% and is currently optimal for integration into the global market. However, one should bear in mind that we studied here only four sections of GOST classifier, since they have a predom-
innant quantity of harmonized standards, and they account for less than 19% of the total number of sections. If we look at the level of standards harmonization throughout the entire File of Standards, it should drop to 50% for the currently effective standards [7]. For the global practical experience, this value is normal, since many countries with well-developed industry have their national files of standards, about 40% of which do not have the similar international standards. In addition, the conducted analysis reveals weak development of the standards base and lack of its regular update, low level of harmonization of national standards with international ones (refer to Fig 4.). The solution to these problems may be-come innovation technologies and R&D implementation. This way we drew a map for evolution of development and harmonization of standards in modern economic environment.

III. CONCLUSION

In accordance with the strategy of innovative development of the Russian Federation, our country undergoes rapid transition to new economics, which is innovative, science-intensive, resource saving and competitive at the global market [5, 6, 8, 9, 11]. Standardization accompanies innovative products on all stages of their life cycle, starting from their creation (R&D, production organization), commercialization and ending on their operation and disposal. On all of these stages, innovative activity is supported by the whole systems and complexes of standards, including ESTD (USTD), ESKD (USDD), SPPP (SPDLM) and others [10].

This study, which purpose was to conduct competitive analysis of RF standards in a certain sector of industry based on GOST classifier, made it possible to demonstrate evolution of development and harmonization of standards in modern economic environment, to build and analyze dynamics of national RF standards harmonization, to introduce and assess criterion of standards harmonization level. The level of national standards harmonization gives us an opportunity to assess the assurance of domestic products compliance with the international requirements, to analyze the ways of raising their competitiveness and eliminating technical barriers to the international trade [3, 14, 17, 20, 21]. Currently the level of national standards harmonization is over 80% for 19% of sections of GOST classifier under study, and about 50% throughout the entire File of Standards, which is an optimal value for an initial stage of integration into the global market.
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